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in the protocol. Normal saturation thresholds agreed with the ones obtained by the Cambridge Colour
Test (CCT). A↵ected thresholds were consisted (when the comparison was possible) with the observer’s
performance at other tests. More importantly, A↵ected observers who failed to perform the conventional
colour vision tests, were able to perform the UCDT. This result has important clinical implications, as it
allows to determine chromatic discrimination baselines and monitor their changes in patients undergoing
clinical treatments.
[Fight for Sight, BBSRC, Moorfields’ Eye Hospital, NIHR Biomedical Research Centre for Ophthal-
mology at Moorfields and the UCL Institute of Ophthalmology.]◆
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An “Eye Test” for the brain: component extraction and motion integration test (CEMIT)
reveals its clinical potential
L Bowns1, W Beaudot2, T Colvin1, J Steer1 (1School of Psychology, University of Nottingham,
United Kingdom; 2R&D, KYBERVISION, Canada; e-mail: l.bowns@nottingham.ac.uk)

We previously presented an App “CEMIT” that is capable of measuring visual cortical performance.
CEMIT is a novel direction discrimination test using unique plaids. Responses assess an observer’s ability
to extract both components and compute pattern direction. Here we measured normal performance
to investigate robustness of the test. We also examined performance of observers with Asperger’s
Syndrome. Performance was measured over a 4-octave range (0.2 - 1.6 cpd.) for normal observers. In
the Asperger’s study we used a 6-octave range (0.2 – 6.4 cpd.) because we were interested in the spatial
frequency related to face perception. Our results for 50 normal observers reveal a clear robust pattern
of responses where pattern direction fails at a spatial frequency less than 0.4 cpd. Performance is not
random at this spatial frequency but is perceived systematically in the component direction, suggesting
failure to distinguish component orientation. Preliminary results for Asperger’s performance was similar
except at spatial frequency 6.4 where it significantly decreased compared with controls. We conclude
that results from CEMIT are robust and have potential to identify specific characteristics of clinical
populations.
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Spatial limits for audiovisual unity assumption
C C L Silva1,2,3, S Mouta1,4, J A Santos1,5,6, J Creissac2,3 (1Centro de Computação Gráfica,
Portugal; 2Informatics, University of Minho, Portugal; 3HasLab - INESC TEC, INESC Porto,
Portugal; 4INESC TEC, INESC Porto, Portugal; 5Psychology, University of Minho, Portugal;
6Centro Algoritmi, University of Minho, Portugal; e-mail: carlos.cl.silva@gmail.com)

The unity assumption hypothesis states that the more information on amodal properties di↵erent signals
share, the more likely it is that we perceive them as originating from a common source or object
(Welch, 1999). Temporal coincidence has been the preferable amodal property to manipulate in unity
assumption studies (Vatakis and Spence, 2007), and the studies that manipulate spatial coincidence often
use misaligned audiovisual stimuli in order to check for crossmodal e↵ects, as the ventriloquism e↵ect
(Hairston et al., 2003). Starting from the measurement of participants’ auditory location capability, we
proceeded finding the minimum angular disparity between two Point-Light Walkers (PLWs) that allowed
participants’ a correct audiovisual binding between visual and auditory co-located stimuli. In this task,
participants had to discriminate which PLW was producing the auditory steps that were co-located with
only one of the PLWs (right/left answer). We had di↵erent conditions regarding stimuli distance and
stimuli familiarity. The data allowed us to accurately define absolute spatial thresholds for a correct
audiovisual unity assumption and, furthermore, we could also explore the relation between those limits,
the stimuli distance, and the auditory spatial resolution of each participant.
[This work has been supported by FCT – Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia: EXPL/MHC-
PCN/0162/2013, SFRH/BPD/ 63393/2009; FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER-022674 and within the Project
Scope: PEst-OE/EEI/UI0319/2014; FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER-037281 and PEst-C/EEI/LA0014/2013.
This work was financed by FEDER grants through the Operational Competitiveness Program –
COMPETE and by NORTE-07-0162-FEDER-000076-cave@CCG, ON.2 – Programa Operacional
Regional do Norte.]


